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Dark	ma'er	–	what	it	is		
and		

how	to	determine	its	proper3es	

Leszek	Roszkowski	
University	of	Sheffield	(UK)	&	NCBJ	(Poland)	

I	very	much	hope	
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•  Direct,	indirect,	collider	

Three	approaches:	

ANer	WIMP	discovery…	
•  Inferring	DM	par3cle	proper3es	

Different	mo3va3ons:	
•  Curiosity	driven	
•  Data	driven	
•  Theory	driven	

Can	partly	overlap,	specific	
models	can	be	the	same,	but	very	
different	``philosophy”	

The	different	approaches	may	possibly	remain,	or	even	intensify	



Three	ways	to	iden3fy	DM	WIMP	

Curiosity	driven:	
•  Any	interac3ons	
allowed	by	basic	
principles	and	data	

•  Not	necessarily	
complete	models	

•  Usually	not	addressing	
other	issues	

•  Simplified	models	
•  ...	
	

Data	driven:	
•  Fermi	LAT	GC	excess	
•  3.5	keV	X-ray	line	
•  Positron	frac3on	excess	
•  Self-interac3ng	DM	

•  130	GeV	GR	line	
•  DAMA/LIBRA	annual	modula3on	

effect	
•  0.5	MeV	excess	(Integral)	
•  …	
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Par3cle	theory	driven	approach		
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•  Solves	more	than	one	(DM)	problem	
•  Gauge	hierarchy	problem	
•  Unifica3on	of	SM	forces	(+gravity?)	
•  Unifica3on	of	SM	ma'er	(quarks,	leptons),	…	
•  Strong	CP	problem	
•  Naturalness	of	some	sort?	
•  ...	
	

•  Provides	promising	framework	for	Big	Bang	
physics	
•  Cosmic	infla3on	(+rehea3ng)	
•  Baryo/leptogenesis	
•  DM	(produc3on	and	abundance)	
•  ...	
	

•  Is	compa3ble	with	data:	
•  All	limits	on	new	physics	(masses,	precision	

measurements	of	radia3ve	correc3ons	to	
EW	observables	

•  Higgs	boson	

SM	is	not	enough.	
Need	``new	physics”.	

WIMP	is	part	of	a	more	complete	framework…	



Par3cle	theory	mo3vated	approach		
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•  Solves	more	than	one	(DM)	problem	
•  Gauge	hierarchy	problem	
•  Unifica3on	of	SM	forces	(+gravity?)	
•  Unifica3on	of	SM	ma'er	(quarks,	leptons),	…	
•  Strong	CP	problem	
•  Naturalness	of	some	sort?	
•  ...	
	

•  Provides	promising	framework	for	Big	Bang	
physics	
•  Cosmic	infla3on	(+rehea3ng)	
•  Baryo/lepto-genesis	
•  DM	(produc3on	and	abundance)	
•  ...	
	

•  Is	compa3ble	with	data:	
•  All	limits	on	new	physics	(masses,	precision	

measurements	of	radia3ve	correc3ons	to	
EW	observables	

•  Higgs	boson	
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Fig. 4. (Color online) Several well-motivated candidates of DM are shown. σint is
the typical strength of the interaction with ordinary matter. The red, pink and blue
colors represent HDM, WDM and CDM, respectively. We updated the previous
figures [375,304] by including the sterile neutrino DM [95,96,4].

the visible-sector particles was performed by Lee and Weinberg [331]. This
was followed by Goldberg [209] for the case of SUSY neutralinos and has been
reviewed extensively in the case of SUSY models in [266]. In Fig. 4, we list
several DM candidates in the cross-section vs. mass plot, which started from
Ref. [331]. In the case of SUSY WIMPs, the introduction of a Z2 symmetry
was needed, which is usually taken to be R-parity. Other unbroken discrete
symmetries are also possible for an absolutely stable particle in SUSY models
[252].

The simplest example of a discrete symmetry is Z2 or parity P because then
all the visible-sector particles are simply assigned with 0 (or +) modulo 2
quantum number of Z2 (or parity P ). Because most of the visible-sector par-
ticles are assumed to be lighter than the WIMP, the WIMP is assigned with
1 modulo 2 quantum number of Z2 (or − of parity P ). The WIMP which is
responsible for CDM is the lightest Z2 = 1 (modulo 2) particle, or the lightest
P = −1 particle. This case is very elementary because then one may classify
particles into two sectors: the visible sector with Z2 = even and the other
sector with Z2 = odd. For a SUSY WIMP, an exact Z2R has been used such
that the lightest Z2R-odd particle can be the WIMP [222,220]. With a bigger
discrete symmetry, classification of particles according to the quantum num-
bers of the discrete symmetry is more complex, but may also result in a stable
WIMP.

18

SUSY	remains	most	
promising	framework.	

	

WIMP	is	part	of	a	more	complete	framework…	

Need	``new	physics”.	
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Where	is	``new	physics”?		

Ø No	convincing	hint	from	
the	LHC	

	
but…	
	

Low	energy	SUSY	remains	the	front-runner	for	``new	physics”	

Higgs	boson:	
	
Ø Fundamental	scalar	-->	SUSY	
	
Ø Light	and	SM-like	-->					SUSY	



Plan:	

²  Implica3ons	of	Higgs	boson	mh~125	GeV	and	direct	limits	on	
SUSY:	

² Prospects	for	detec3on	in	unified	and	general	SUSY	models	
² complementarity	of	LHC	and	DM	searches	(direct	and	CTA)	

² Once	WIMP	detected:	challenge	of	WIMP	reconstruc3on	
² Summary	

7	L.	Roszkowski,	MPI	Heidelberg,	7	Nov.	2016	

Based	mainly	on:	
•  K.	Kowalska,	L.	Roszkowski,	E.	M.	Sessolo,	arXiv:1302.5956,	JHEP	1306	(2013)	078	
•  L.	Roszkowski,	E.	M.	Sessolo,	A.	J.	Williams,	arXiv:1405.4289	and	arXiv:1411.5214	(JHEP)	
•  K.	Kowalska,	L.	Roszkowski,	E.	M.	Sessolo,	S.	Trojanowski,	1402.1328	(JHEP)	
•  K.	Kowalska,	L.	Roszkowski,	E.	M.	Sessolo,	A.	J.	Williams,	1503.08219	(JHEP)	
•  L.	Roszkowski,	E.	M.	Sessolo,	S.	Trojanowski,	A.	J.	Williams,	1603.06519	(JCAP)	

DM	WIMP:	~1	TeV	neutralino	(higgsino)	



SUSY	and	dark	ma'er	

Candidates	
for	a	WIMP	

WIMP:	lightest	supersymmetric	par3cle	
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•  Weakly	interac3ng	
•  Massive	
•  stable	

With	R-parity	to	keep	it	stable	
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Expected limit of this run: 

 expectedσ 2 ±
 expectedσ 1 ±

FIG. 3: New result on spin-independent WIMP-nucleon scat-
tering from XENON100: The expected sensitivity of this run
is shown by the green/yellow band (1�/2�) and the result-
ing exclusion limit (90% CL) in blue. For comparison, other
experimental results are also shown [19–22], together with
the regions (1�/2�) preferred by supersymmetric (CMSSM)
models [18].

the benchmark region fluctuates to 2 events is 26.4% and
confirms this conclusion.

A 90% confidence level exclusion limit for spin-
independent WIMP-nucleon cross sections ⇥� is calcu-
lated, assuming an isothermal WIMP halo with a lo-
cal density of �� = 0.3GeV/c3, a local circular veloc-
ity of v0 = 220 km/s, and a Galactic escape velocity of
vesc = 544 km/s [17]. Systematic uncertainties in the en-
ergy scale as described by the Le� parametrization of [6]
and in the background expectation are profiled out and
represented in the limit. Poisson fluctuations in the num-
ber of PEs dominate the S1 energy resolution and are
also taken into account along with the single PE resolu-
tion. The expected sensitivity of this dataset in absence
of any signal is shown by the green/yellow (1⇥/2⇥) band
in Fig. 3. The new limit is represented by the thick blue
line. It excludes a large fraction of previously unexplored
parameter space, including regions preferred by scans of
the constrained supersymmetric parameter space [18].

The new XENON100 data provide the most strin-
gent limit for m� > 8GeV/c2 with a minimum of
⇥ = 2.0 � 10�45 cm2 at m� = 55GeV/c2. The max-
imum gap analysis uses an acceptance-corrected expo-
sure of 2323.7 kg�days (weighted with the spectrum of a
100GeV/c2 WIMP) and yields a result which agrees with
the result of Fig. 3 within the known systematic di�er-
ences. The new XENON100 result continues to challenge
the interpretation of the DAMA [19], CoGeNT [20], and
CRESST-II [21] results as being due to scalar WIMP-
nucleon interactions.
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mo3vated	by	theory	(SUSY)	Confusion	region	

Direct	Detec3on	AD	2011	-		Before	LHC	

MasterCode,	BayesFITS	

preLHC!	
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mo3vated	by	theory	(SUSY)	
Confusion	region	gone	

Direct	Detec3on	Nov.	2013	

MasterCode,	BayesFITS	
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LHC:		
theory	region	has	
moved	down	and	
right	

	in	a	very	specific	way	
	
Smoking	gun		
of	SUSY?	
	

PDG	update	2013	
(1204.2373)	

Since	2011:	
•  LHC	limits	on	SUSY	
•  Xenon-100	and	LUX	

limits	



Main	news	from	the	LHC…	
Ø SM-like	Higgs	par3cle	at	~125	GeV		
	
Ø No	(convincing)	devia3ons		
					from	the	SM	

	
	
	

Ø Stringent	lower	limits		
	on	superpartner	masses	
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SUSY	masses	pushed	to	1	TeV+	scale…	
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Figure 5: Exclusion limits for MSUGRA/CMSSM models with tan � = 30, A0 = �2m0 and µ > 0 pre-
sented (left) in the m0–m1/2 plane and (right) in the mg̃–mq̃ plane. Exclusion limits are obtained by using
the signal region with the best expected sensitivity at each point. The blue dashed lines show the expected
limits at 95% CL, with the light (yellow) bands indicating the 1⇤ excursions due to experimental and
background-theory uncertainties. Observed limits are indicated by medium (maroon) curves, where the
solid contour represents the nominal limit, and the dotted lines are obtained by varying the signal cross-
section by the theoretical scale and PDF uncertainties. The black star indicates the MSUGRA/CMSSM
benchmark model used in Fig. 3(left).

In the absence of a statistically significant excess limits are set on contributions to the SRs from new
physics. Model independent limits are listed in Table 4 for the number of new physics events and the
visible cross-section ⇤vis (defined as the product of the production cross-section times reconstruction
e⇥ciency times acceptance), computed assuming an absence of signal in the control regions.

Data from all the channels are used to set limits on SUSY models, taking the SR with the best
expected sensitivity at each point in several parameter spaces. A profile log-likelihood ratio test in
combination with the CLs prescription [68] is used to derive 95% CL exclusion regions. The nominal
signal cross-section and the uncertainty are taken from an ensemble of cross-section predictions using
di�erent PDF sets and factorisation and renormalisation scales, as described in Ref. [69]. Observed limits
are calculated for both the nominal cross-section, and ±1⇤ uncertainties. Numbers quoted in the text are
evaluated from the observed exclusion limit based on the nominal cross-section less one sigma on the
theoretical uncertainty.

In Fig. 5 the results are interpreted in the tan � = 30, A0 = �2m0, µ > 0 slice of MSUGRA/CMSSM
models 2. The best performing signal regions are E-tight for m0 & 1500 GeV and C-tight for m0 .
1500 GeV. Results are presented in both the m0–m1/2 and mg̃–mq̃ planes. The sparticle mass spectra and
decay tables are calculated with SUSY-HIT [70] interfaced to the SOFTSUSY spectrum generator [71] and
SDECAY [72].

An interpretation of the results is also presented in Fig. 6 as a 95% CL exclusion region in the
(mg̃,mq̃)-plane for a simplified set of phenomenological MSSM (Minimal Supersymmetric extension of
the SM) models with m⌅̃0

1
equal to 0, 395 GeV or 695 GeV. In these models the gluino mass and the

masses of the ‘light’-flavour squarks (of the first two generations, including both q̃R and q̃L, and assum-
ing mass degeneracy) are set to the values shown on the axes of the figure. All other supersymmetric
particles, including the squarks of the third generation, are decoupled.

2Five parameters are needed to specify a particular MSUGRA/CMSSM model: the universal scalar mass, m0, the universal
gaugino mass m1/2, the universal trilinear scalar coupling, A0, the ratio of the vacuum expectation values of the two Higgs fields,
tan �, and the sign of the higgsino mass parameter, µ = ±.

13

ATLAS-CONF-2013-047	

Search Strategy (I)
• ZZ→4! events form the dominant and 

irreducible background 

• Some additional reducible background 
from sources such as Z+jets, ttbar, etc.  

• Higgs signal produces a sharp bump 
on a smooth background mass 
distribution 

• We can see the signal peak building 
up around m(4!) ~ 125 GeV

4

Z→4! Peak

Signal Peak

ICHEP’14	

Each	independently	implies:	

BR(Bs ! µ+µ�) = 2.8+0.7
�0.6 ⇥ 10�9

Combined	LHCb+CMS	

SM: 3.54 ± 0.27 � 10�9

superIso	v.3.4	
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Impact	of	Higgs	boson	discovery…	



Higgs	boson	discovery:	
Final	pages	of	SM	book?	or		

First	pages	of	``new	physics”	book?	

LHC - The First Part Of The Journey, KITP Santa Barbara, July, 2013

Vision Talk                        

Joseph Lykken

1

LHC - The First Part Of The Journey, KITP Santa Barbara, July, 2013

Vision Talk                        

Joseph Lykken

1
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Standard	Model	is	all	that	is	there.	 Higgs	->	SUSY	->	dark	ma'er->...	



The	125	GeV	Higgs	boson	and	SUSY	

Higgs	boson	mass	of	125	GeV	came	out	to	lie	in	a	narrow	window	allowed	
by	simplest	SUSY	models	(114.4	to	~132	GeV)	

Higgs mass
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Smoking	gun	of	SUSY?	

…close	to	the	upper	limit:	this	may	
have	strong	implica3ons	for	DM…	
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à	~750	GeV	

Higgs	boson:		
Ø  fundamental	scalar	-->	SUSY	
Ø  light	and	SM-like					-->	SUSY	



Why	SUSY…	
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IN	FAVOUR:	
Ø  Gauge	coupling		unifica3on	
Ø  Higgs	boson:	mh=125	GeV		

	 	 	(SUSY:	<~	130	GeV)	

Ø  Solu3on	to	the	BIG	hierarchy	problem		
	(keep	MZ/	MGUT		apart)	

Ø …	

Ø  Dark	ma'er	(neutralino,	gravi3no,	axino)	
Ø  Infla3on,	baryo/leptogenesis	
Ø  Superpartners	at	~	TeV	scale	(consistent	

with	LHC	limits,	flavor	and	EW	observables)	

AGAINST	(???):		
Ø MSUSY~	few	TeV	->	too	much	fine	tuning?	

(small	hierarchy	problem)	
Unnatural?	



But	what	about	naturalness?!	
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What	is	natural?	

Natural	is	what	is	realized	in	Nature.	

LR,	Moriond	2015	
arXiv:1507.07446	

	c.f.	Frank	Wilczek	
Stockholm	June	2015	



How	to	compare	theory	with	
experiment	

Ø Rigid	step-func3on	applica3on	of	limits/allowed	
ranges	(e.g.	DM	relic	abundance,	etc)	

Ø Frequen3st	(chi^2-based)	
Ø Bayesian	
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How to compare theory with expt...
rigid step-function application of limits/ranges (e.g., DM Ωχh2 at
95%)

frequentist (χ2-based)

Bayesian

Frequentist: “probability is the number of times the event occurs over the total number of
trials, in the limit of an infinite series of equiprobable repetitions”

Bayesian: “probability is a measure of the degree of belief about a proposition”

theory defined by a number of free parameters

its contributions to observables can be confronted with diverse data

statistical question: Which ranges of the model’s parameters (if any)
fit the data well/so-so/poorly,... ?

draw probability maps in the model’s parameter space

compare different models... L. Roszkowski, Beijing, 10 November 2011 – p.6

MasterCode,	Fi{no,	Raby,	…	

BayesFITS,	Allanach,	SuperBayes,	Balazs,…	

Both	F	and	B	are	based	on	the	likelihood	func3on.	

Mahmoudi	et	al,		
Hewe'	et	al,	…	



The	Likelihood	func3on	
Central	object:	Likelihood	func3on	

•  Limits:	

• 	Smear	out	bounds.	
• 	Add	theory	error.	

•  Posi3ve	measurements:	

18	L.	Roszkowski,	MPI	Heidelberg,	7	Nov.	2016	

•  LHC	direct	limits:	

•  Need	careful	
treatment.	Typically	
use	Poisson.	



Bayesian	sta3s3cs	

Bayes	theorem:	

•  Prior: what we know about hypothesis BEFORE seeing the data.	

•  Likelihood: the probability of obtaining data if hypothesis is true. 	

•  Evidence:  normalization constant, crucial for model comparison.	

•  Posterior: the probability about hypothesis AFTER seeing the data.	

If	hypothesis	is	a	funcOon	of	parameters,	then	posterior		
becomes	posterior	probability	funcOon	(pdf).	

Posterior =

Prior⇥Likelihood

Evidence

19	L.	Roszkowski,	MPI	Heidelberg,	7	Nov.	2016	

Posterior	à		credible	regions	at	chosen	CL	

Minimum	chi2	approach:	find	best-fit	and	draw	confidence	regions	about	it	



SUSY:	Constrained	or	Not?	
•  Constrained:	 •  Phenomenological:	
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Low-energy	SUSY	models	with		
grand-unifica3on	rela3ons	among		
gauge	couplings	and	(soN)	SUSY	mass	
parameters	

Many	models:	
•  CMSSM		(Constrained	MSSM):	4+1	parameters	
•  NUHM	(Non-Universal	Higgs	Model):	6+1	
•  CNMSSM	(Constrained	Next-to-MSSM)	5+1	
•  CNMSSM-NUHM:	7+1	
•  etc	

Virtues:	
•  Well-mo3vated	
•  Predic3ve	(few	parameters)	
•  Realis3c	

Many	models:		
•  general	MSSM	–	over	120	params	
•  MSSM	+	simplifying	assump3ons	
•  pMSSM:	MSSM	with	19	params	
•  p9MSSM,	p12MSSM,	pnMSSM,	…	

figure	from	hep-ph/9709356	

Supersymmetrized	SM…	

Features:	
•  Many	free	parameters	
•  Broader	than	constrained	SUSY	

MSSM	

CMSSM	NUHM	



The	125	GeV	Higgs	Boson	and	SUSY	
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A	curse…	

125	GeV	Higgs	->		mul3-TeV	SUSY	

to compare those results with our recent CMSSM analysis [25]. In doing so, one needs to take into
account the di⇤erences between the numerical codes and constraints adopted in both studies. We
summarize them here.

1. In this study we use NMSSMTools for calculating the supersymmetric spectrum, while in [25]
we used SoftSUSY. We have repeatedly cross-checked the spectra obtained in the MSSM limit of the
NMSSM with the ones generated by SoftSUSY, finding some di⇤erences, especially with respect
to loop corrections giving the largest values of the lightest Higgs mass. In some regions of the
parameter space the di⇤erence between the two generators amounted to ⇧ 0.5� 1GeV. Given the
experimental and theoretical uncertainties in the Higgs mass, such di⇤erence amounts to ⇧ 0.25
units of ⌅2, which is not significant for the purpose of the global scan.

2. In this paper we have applied a new limit on BR (Bs ⌃ µ+µ�), obtained from the combina-
tion of LHCb, ATLAS and CMS data [33]. We have further modeled the Bs ⌃ µ+µ� likelihood
according to the procedure described is Sec. 3.1. The SM rate rescaled by the time dependent asym-
metries [34] is now BR (Bs ⌃ µ+µ�)SM = (3.53± 0.38)⇥ 10�9, which is a value more appropriate
for comparison with the experimental rate than the unscaled, ⇧ 3.2⇥ 10�9, one.

3. We have updated the nuisance parameters Mt and mb(mb)
MS following [31]; see Table 2.

The upgrade in Mt has significant implications for mh1 . The leading one-loop corrections to the
Higgs mass squared are given by
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where mt is the running top quark mass,4 MSUSY is the geometrical average of the physical stop
masses, MSUSY ⌅  mt̃1mt̃2 , and Xt = At�µe� cot�. Since �m2

h ⌥ m4
t it is now easier to generate

Higgs masses in agreement with the experimental values. In particular, as we highlighted in [25],
a Higgs mass compatible with the observed excess at 125GeV was rather di⌃cult to achieve over
the CMSSM parameter space. That tension has now become somewhat reduced, and we will show
below that the correct Higgs mass can be obtained in the CMSSM limit of the CNMSSM.

4.1 Impact of the relic density

To set the ground for the presentation of our numerical results, we first comment on the role of the
relic density of DM in selecting favored regions. The relic density is a strong constraint, since it is a
positive measurement (in contrast to a limit) with a rather small experimental uncertainty; Table 1.
On top of it, it is well known that in unified SUSY models with neutralino LSP the corresponding
abundance ⇥⇥h2 is typically too large, or in other words, its annihilation in the early Universe
is ‘generically’ too ine⌃cient. Specific mechanisms for enhancing it are therefore needed which,
however, are only applicable in specific SUSY configurations. As a result, in most cases the regions
of high probability in the global posterior will reflect one or more of the regions of parameter space
where ⇥⇥h2 is close to the measured relic density of DM. The regions that are still allowed by direct
SUSY searches are:

1. The stau-coannihilation (SC) region [65]. As is known, in constrained SUSY models, like the
C(N)MSSM, this is a narrow strip at a sharp angle to the m1/2 axis. The values of A0 and tan�
are also constrained, as only for |A0| not exceeding ⇧ 2TeV the running parameter A� at the EW
scale does allow the stau to become light enough to be comparable with the neutralino. Also, too
large values of tan� can push the mass of the stau below the neutralino mass and make it the LSP.
Values of m1/2 that are excessively large, on the other hand, can suppress the annihilation cross

4Note that running top quark mass is related to the pole mass through the formula given in Eq. (10) of Ref. [64].
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Figure 11: (a) Scatter plot showing the value of mh in the (m0, m1/2) plane of the CMSSM for the case with the
assumed light Higgs mass around 125GeV. (b) Marginalized posterior pdf in the parameters Xt vs MSUSY , relevant

for the loop corrections to the Higgs mass, for the same case.

plane, for the signal case. One can see that Higgs masses compatible with 125GeV at 1⇥ can be obtained in large
number across the whole plane. Particularly, the mass distribution presented in Fig. 11(a) has one interesting aspect.
The one-loop contribution to the Higgs mass in the decoupling limit (mA ⇤ mZ) for moderate-to-large tan� is given
by [56]
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where mt is the top quark mass, MSUSY is the geometrical average of the physical stop masses, and Xt = At�µ cot�.
While the presence of a relatively heavy Higgs is not a surprise in the A-funnel region, where the one-loop contribution
to mh is driven up by a large SUSY scale, it is more striking in the ⇤̃ -coannihilation region. This e⇥ect is particularly
strong in the case of a putative Higgs signal. As anticipated above, to ensure such a heavy Higgs mass in the region of
low m0 and m1/2, the contribution from the Xt factor in Eq. (18) should be significant. (Xt ⇥ At almost throughout
the whole parameter space.) In fact, it turns out that the ⇤̃ -coannihilation region is the only region of parameter
space where the factor |Xt|/MSUSY reaches values close to ⇥ 2.5, the maximal contribution from the stop-mixing.

The interplay between MSUSY and Xt just described is often claimed in the literature to be an indication of fine-
tuning [57], thus making the CMSSM a less natural model than, for instance, the Next-to-Minimal Supersymmetric
Standard Model [17]. We plot in Fig. 11(b) the two-dimensional marginalized posterior in the (MSUSY , Xt) plane for
the case with the Higgs signal. One can see two separate high probability regions. The one on the right corresponds
to the A-funnel region, where the best-fit point lies, while the one on the left, smaller in size, to the ⇤̃ -coannihilation
region. We gather that, even if the model might be intrinsically fine-tuned, given the present status of experimental and
theoretical uncertainties, our global set of constraints favors 2⇥ credible regions that span an area of ⇥ 10TeV2, thus
allowing a broad range of values for these parameters. Moreover, it appears clear that the present set of constraints
highly favor negative values of Xt.

B. Impact of (g � 2)µ and the case µ < 0

Since the poor global fit is mainly a result of the (g � 2)µ constraint, and the SM prediction is to this day still
marred by large theoretical uncertainties, we have also performed scans without the (g � 2)µ constraint included in
the likelihood. When doing so, it is not necessary anymore to assume sgnµ = +1, as the main reason for such choice
was to improve the fit to this particular measurement. For this reason we will not show the case with (g � 2)µ and
µ < 0 because the global fit worsens. We will summarize the goodness of all the fits in Table IV.

In	SUSY	Higgs	mass	is	a	calculated	quan3ty	
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Figure 4: Marginalized 2D posterior pdf in (a) the (m0, m1/2) plane of the CMSSM for

µ > 0, (b) the (A0, tan�) plane for µ > 0, (c) the (m0, m1/2) plane for µ < 0, and (d)

the (A0, tan�) plane for µ < 0, constrained by the experiments listed in Table 1, with the

exclusion of ⇥ (g � 2)µ for µ < 0. The 68% credible regions are shown in dark blue, and the

95% credible regions in light blue. The dashed red line shows the CMS combined 95% CL

exclusion bound.

the correct Higgs mass. (See [16] for a detailed discussion, and also [32] where we discussed

in detail the CMSSM limit of the CNMSSM, and adopted the same updated values of

experimental constraints as in this study.)

As a side remark, we note that in [16] the best-fit point was located in the AF region.3

3It was also emphasized there that the location of the best-fit point in the CMSSM is very sensitive to
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to compare those results with our recent CMSSM analysis [25]. In doing so, one needs to take into
account the di⇤erences between the numerical codes and constraints adopted in both studies. We
summarize them here.

1. In this study we use NMSSMTools for calculating the supersymmetric spectrum, while in [25]
we used SoftSUSY. We have repeatedly cross-checked the spectra obtained in the MSSM limit of the
NMSSM with the ones generated by SoftSUSY, finding some di⇤erences, especially with respect
to loop corrections giving the largest values of the lightest Higgs mass. In some regions of the
parameter space the di⇤erence between the two generators amounted to ⇧ 0.5� 1GeV. Given the
experimental and theoretical uncertainties in the Higgs mass, such di⇤erence amounts to ⇧ 0.25
units of ⌅2, which is not significant for the purpose of the global scan.

2. In this paper we have applied a new limit on BR (Bs ⌃ µ+µ�), obtained from the combina-
tion of LHCb, ATLAS and CMS data [33]. We have further modeled the Bs ⌃ µ+µ� likelihood
according to the procedure described is Sec. 3.1. The SM rate rescaled by the time dependent asym-
metries [34] is now BR (Bs ⌃ µ+µ�)SM = (3.53± 0.38)⇥ 10�9, which is a value more appropriate
for comparison with the experimental rate than the unscaled, ⇧ 3.2⇥ 10�9, one.

3. We have updated the nuisance parameters Mt and mb(mb)
MS following [31]; see Table 2.

The upgrade in Mt has significant implications for mh1 . The leading one-loop corrections to the
Higgs mass squared are given by
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where mt is the running top quark mass,4 MSUSY is the geometrical average of the physical stop
masses, MSUSY ⌅  mt̃1mt̃2 , and Xt = At�µe� cot�. Since �m2

h ⌥ m4
t it is now easier to generate

Higgs masses in agreement with the experimental values. In particular, as we highlighted in [25],
a Higgs mass compatible with the observed excess at 125GeV was rather di⌃cult to achieve over
the CMSSM parameter space. That tension has now become somewhat reduced, and we will show
below that the correct Higgs mass can be obtained in the CMSSM limit of the CNMSSM.

4.1 Impact of the relic density

To set the ground for the presentation of our numerical results, we first comment on the role of the
relic density of DM in selecting favored regions. The relic density is a strong constraint, since it is a
positive measurement (in contrast to a limit) with a rather small experimental uncertainty; Table 1.
On top of it, it is well known that in unified SUSY models with neutralino LSP the corresponding
abundance ⇥⇥h2 is typically too large, or in other words, its annihilation in the early Universe
is ‘generically’ too ine⌃cient. Specific mechanisms for enhancing it are therefore needed which,
however, are only applicable in specific SUSY configurations. As a result, in most cases the regions
of high probability in the global posterior will reflect one or more of the regions of parameter space
where ⇥⇥h2 is close to the measured relic density of DM. The regions that are still allowed by direct
SUSY searches are:

1. The stau-coannihilation (SC) region [65]. As is known, in constrained SUSY models, like the
C(N)MSSM, this is a narrow strip at a sharp angle to the m1/2 axis. The values of A0 and tan�
are also constrained, as only for |A0| not exceeding ⇧ 2TeV the running parameter A� at the EW
scale does allow the stau to become light enough to be comparable with the neutralino. Also, too
large values of tan� can push the mass of the stau below the neutralino mass and make it the LSP.
Values of m1/2 that are excessively large, on the other hand, can suppress the annihilation cross

4Note that running top quark mass is related to the pole mass through the formula given in Eq. (10) of Ref. [64].
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for the loop corrections to the Higgs mass, for the same case.

plane, for the signal case. One can see that Higgs masses compatible with 125GeV at 1⇥ can be obtained in large
number across the whole plane. Particularly, the mass distribution presented in Fig. 11(a) has one interesting aspect.
The one-loop contribution to the Higgs mass in the decoupling limit (mA ⇤ mZ) for moderate-to-large tan� is given
by [56]

�m2
h ⌅ ln

M2
SUSY

m2
t

+
X2

t

M2
SUSY

�
1� X2

t

12M2
SUSY

⇥
, (18)

where mt is the top quark mass, MSUSY is the geometrical average of the physical stop masses, and Xt = At�µ cot�.
While the presence of a relatively heavy Higgs is not a surprise in the A-funnel region, where the one-loop contribution
to mh is driven up by a large SUSY scale, it is more striking in the ⇤̃ -coannihilation region. This e⇥ect is particularly
strong in the case of a putative Higgs signal. As anticipated above, to ensure such a heavy Higgs mass in the region of
low m0 and m1/2, the contribution from the Xt factor in Eq. (18) should be significant. (Xt ⇥ At almost throughout
the whole parameter space.) In fact, it turns out that the ⇤̃ -coannihilation region is the only region of parameter
space where the factor |Xt|/MSUSY reaches values close to ⇥ 2.5, the maximal contribution from the stop-mixing.

The interplay between MSUSY and Xt just described is often claimed in the literature to be an indication of fine-
tuning [57], thus making the CMSSM a less natural model than, for instance, the Next-to-Minimal Supersymmetric
Standard Model [17]. We plot in Fig. 11(b) the two-dimensional marginalized posterior in the (MSUSY , Xt) plane for
the case with the Higgs signal. One can see two separate high probability regions. The one on the right corresponds
to the A-funnel region, where the best-fit point lies, while the one on the left, smaller in size, to the ⇤̃ -coannihilation
region. We gather that, even if the model might be intrinsically fine-tuned, given the present status of experimental and
theoretical uncertainties, our global set of constraints favors 2⇥ credible regions that span an area of ⇥ 10TeV2, thus
allowing a broad range of values for these parameters. Moreover, it appears clear that the present set of constraints
highly favor negative values of Xt.

B. Impact of (g � 2)µ and the case µ < 0

Since the poor global fit is mainly a result of the (g � 2)µ constraint, and the SM prediction is to this day still
marred by large theoretical uncertainties, we have also performed scans without the (g � 2)µ constraint included in
the likelihood. When doing so, it is not necessary anymore to assume sgnµ = +1, as the main reason for such choice
was to improve the fit to this particular measurement. For this reason we will not show the case with (g � 2)µ and
µ < 0 because the global fit worsens. We will summarize the goodness of all the fits in Table IV.

�DMh2 ' 0.12

CMSSM	

Excluded	
so	far		
by	LHC	
searches	
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…would	have	created	significant	tension	with	LHC	bounds	on	SUSY	

If mh were, say, 116 GeV. . .
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µ > 0

~1TeV	higgsino	DM:	exci3ng	prospects	for	1	tonne	detectors	

Stau	coan’n	

A-funnel	

~1	TeV		
higgsino	DM	

(a) (b)

Figure 7: (a) Marginalized 2D posterior distribution for the CMSSM with µ > 0 in the (m�, ⇥
SI
p ) plane. The red

solid line shows the 90% C.L. upper bound as given by LUX, here included in the likelihood function. The gray
dot-dashed line shows the 2012 XENON100 90% C.L. bound and the blue dashed line shows projected sensitivity for
2017 at XENON1T. (b) Marginalized 2D posterior distribution for the CMSSM with µ > 0 in the (m�, ⇥v) plane.
The blue dashed line shows the expected sensitivity of CTA under the assumption of a NFW halo profile. The blue
dot-dashed line shows the corresponding sensitivity with Einasto profile. The dotted gray line shows the projected
sensitivity of the CTA expansion considered in [73].

expected reach as a blue dashed line in Figs. 6(a) and 6(b). Approximately 50% of the points in
the A-resonance region fall within the expected sensitivity.

3.2 Prospects for dark matter detection

In Fig. 7(a) we show the 2D posterior distribution in the (m�, ⇥SI
p ) plane for µ > 0. The di�erent

regions are well separated and can be identified from left to right as the stau-coannihilation, A-
resonance and⇥ 1TeV higgsino regions. We show the current LUX 90% C.L. exclusion as a red solid
line, the previous XENON100 [45] bound as a gray dot-dashed line, and the projected sensitivity
of XENON-1T as a blue dashed line. The bino-like neutralino typical of the stau-coannihilation
and A-resonance regions has a suppressed coupling to the nucleus, so that both regions lie well
below the current LUX bound and it is very unlikely they will be tested, even with the improved
sensitivity of XENON-1T. In contrast, the ⇥ 1TeV higgsino region lies almost entirely within the
projected XENON-1T sensitivity. The entire 68% and nearly all of the 95% credibility region have
the potential to be probed in the next few years, encompassing about 70% of the points in the
scan. This makes dark matter direct detection searches the predominant tool for exploration of the
CMSSM.

In the CMSSM the largest cross section values, ⇥SI
p ⇥> 10�8 pb, are obtained in the focus point

region. One can see the beginning of the horizontal branch joining the higgsino and focus point
regions, at m� ⇤ 0.7 � 0.8TeV. The e�ect of the LUX limit in the likelihood is visible, as the
credibility region is cut o� rapidly after crossing the 90% C.L. bound, shown in red. In contrast
to [11], this causes the focus point region to be disfavored by the scan. In the µ < 0 scenario

14

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 3: Marginalized 2D posterior distribution for the CMSSM in (a) the (m0, m1/2) plane for µ > 0, (b) the
(A0, tan�) plane for µ > 0, (c) the (m0, m1/2) plane for µ < 0, and (d) the (A0, tan�) plane for µ < 0. The 68%
credible regions are shown in dark blue and the 95% credible regions in light blue. For comparison we show the
68% and 95% credible regions of [11] (KRS (2013) hereafter) encapsulated by thin gray dashed lines. The ATLAS
95% C.L. exclusion line is shown in red solid for reference.

95% regions obtained in [11], which we present for comparison to highlight the impact of the new
constraints.

As has been long standing practice, in the CMSSM the modes of the posterior pdf are identified
according to the respective mechanisms to satisfy the relic density constraint. The little, round,
95% credibility region just above the ATLAS line at low m0 is the stau-coannihilation region [62];

8

1405.4289	(update	of	1302.5956)	

70%	
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§  Perform	random	scan	
over	4	CMSSM	+4	SM	
(nuisance)	parameters	
simultaneously	

	
	
§  Use	Nested	Sampling		

	algorithm	to	evaluate		
	posterior	

§  Use	4	000	live	points	

•  Very	wide	ranges:	
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CMSSM parameter Description Prior Range Prior Distribution
m0 Universal scalar mass 100, 4000 Log
m1/2 Universal gaugino mass 100, 2000 Log
A0 Universal trilinear coupling -7000, 7000 Linear
tan⇥ Ratio of Higgs vevs 3, 62 Linear
sgnµ Sign of Higgs parameter +1 or �1 Fixeda

Nuisance Description Central value ± std. dev. Prior Distribution
Mt Top quark pole mass 173.5± 1.0GeV Gaussian

mb(mb)
MS
SM Bottom quark mass 4.18± 0.03GeV Gaussian

�s(MZ)
MS Strong coupling 0.1184± 0.0007 Gaussian

1/�em(MZ)
MS Inverse of em coupling 127.916± 0.015 Gaussian

a The sign of parameter µ is fixed for a given scan.

Table II: Priors for the parameters of the CMSSM and for the SM nuisance parameters used in our scans. Masses
and A0 are in GeV.

C. The Higgs likelihood

In this paper we investigate the impact of the Higgs discovery at the LHC on the CMSSM. In the CMSSM, so long
as mA ⇤ mZ , the lightest Higgs boson is to a very good accuracy SM-like, i.e., its couplings to ZZ and WW are
almost the same as those of the SM Higgs (the so-called decoupling regime) [? ]. This has been a conclusion of many
previous studies, and has been also carefully checked in Ref. [? ] with experimental constraints available at that
time (among which the constraints on m0 and m1/2 were clearly weaker than those available now). We will show in
Sec. III A that this assumption is justified a posteriori, given the present constraints. While the results from the LHC
on the Higgs boson do indicate that the discovered boson is indeed SM-like, here we will assume that it is the lightest
Higgs boson of the CMSSM that has actually been discovered. Note that in our analysis we will be using information
about the Higgs mass but will not be applying constraints on its couplings, in particular on the one to ��.

In setting up the Higgs likelihood function one has to take into account an appreciable theoretical error on the
light Higgs mass calculation in the MSSM which comes primarily from neglecting higher-order loop corrections,
renormalization scheme di�erences, etc., which is estimated to be around 2 � 3GeV [? ]. One therefore has to
distinguish between the “true” value of the Higgs mass m̂h which would result from an exact calculation (and which
we identify with the physical mass), and the value of the Higgs mass, denoted here by mh, calculated within a given
approximation encoded in one or another spectrum calculator.3

The Higgs mass can initially be measured with only a limited precision. We assume that the mass of a SM-like
Higgs is measured at m̂h = 125 GeV with a Gaussian experimental uncertainty of ⇥ = 2 GeV,

p(d|m̂h) = exp
�
�(125GeV � m̂h)

2/2⇥2
⇥
. (13)

Since we have only an imperfect Higgs mass calculation, we assume that the Higgs masses calculated with SOFT-
SUSY are Gaussian-distributed around the “true” Higgs masses, that is

p(m̂h|mh) = exp
�
�(m̂h �mh)

2/2⇤2
⇥
, (14)

with a theoretical error of ⇤ = 2GeV.4 Our likelihood is defined as a convolution of the two functions [? ],

L(mh) =

⇤
p(d|m̂h)⇥ p(m̂h|mh) dm̂h. (15)

We choose to add the experimental and theoretical errors in quadrature, finally obtaining

Lmh�125GeV(mh) = exp
�
�(125GeV �mh)

2/2(⇤2 + ⇥2)
⇥
. (16)

3 In our numerical scans we use SOFTSUSY version 3.2.4 [? ] but one should be aware that all available Higgs mass codes presently have
similar (or larger) theoretical errors.

4 Alternatively we could take a linear, rather than Gaussian distribution, which would be much more conservative.

Use	Bayesian	approach	(posterior)	

100GeV  m0  20TeV

100GeV  m1/2  10TeV

�20TeV  A0  20TeV

3  tan�  62

1302.5956	
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Measurement Mean or Range Exp. Error Th. Error Likelihood Distribution Ref.
CMS razor 4.4/fb analysis See text See text 0 Poisson [2]
SM-like Higgs mass mh 125 2 2 Gaussian [8, 9, 44]
⇥⇥h

2 0.1120 0.0056 10% Gaussian [46]
sin2 ⇤e� 0.23116 0.00013 0.00015 Gaussian [47]
mW 80.399 0.023 0.015 Gaussian [47]
⇥ (g � 2)SUSY

µ ⇥1010 28.7 8.0 1.0 Gaussian [47, 48]

BR
�
B ⇤ Xs�

�
⇥104 3.60 0.23 0.21 Gaussian [47]

BR (Bu ⇤ ⌃⇧)⇥104 1.66 0.66 0.38 Gaussian [49]
�MBs 17.77 0.12 2.40 Gaussian [47]
BR

�
Bs ⇤ µ+µ�� < 4.5⇥ 10�9 0 14% Upper limit – Error Fn [23]

Table III: The experimental measurements that we apply to constrain the CMSSM’s parameters. Masses are in GeV.

The experimental constraints applied in our scans are listed in Table III. In comparison with our previous papers
Ref. [25, 26], the new upper limit on BR (Bs ⌅ µ+µ�) is used, which is evidently more constraining than the old
one. Note also that LEP and Tevatron limits on the Higgs sector and superpartner masses are not listed in Table III
because the subsequent LHC limits were generally stronger, and in any case in this paper we consider only the case
of the Higgs signal. The razor and Higgs limits are included as described in Sec. II.

In Ref. [26] we showed that the e⇥ect of the current limits from FermiLAT and XENON100 strongly depends on
a proper treatment of astrophysical uncertainties. If the uncertainties are treated in a conservative way, both direct
and indirect limits from DM searches are not more constraining than the accelerator ones, hence we ignore them in
the present analysis.

We have developed a new numerical code, BayesFITS, similar in spirit to the MasterCode [50] and Fittino [51]
frameworks (which perform frequentist analyses), and to SuperBayeS [52] and PySUSY5 (which perform Bayesian
analyses). BayesFITS engages several external, publicly available packages: for sampling it uses MultiNest [53] with
4000 live points, evidence tolerance factor set to 0.5, and sampling e⌅ciency equal to 0.8. The mass spectrum is
computed with SOFTSUSY and written in the form of SUSY Les Houches Accord files, which are then taken as input
files to compute various observables. We use SuperIso Relic v3.2 [54] to calculate BR

�
B ⌅ Xs⇥

⇥
, BR (Bs ⌅ µ+µ�),

BR (Bu ⌅ �⌃), and ⇤ (g � 2)
SUSY
µ , and FeynHiggs 2.8.6 [55] to calculate the electroweak variables mW , sin2 ⌅e� ,

and �MBs . The DM observables, such as the relic density and direct detection cross sections, are calculated with
MicrOMEGAs 2.4.5 [56].

Below we will present the results of our scans as one-dimensional (1D) or two-dimensional (2D) marginalized
posterior pdf maps of parameters and observables. In evaluating the posterior pdf’s, we marginalize over the given
SUSY model’s other parameters and the SM’s nuisance parameters, as mentioned above and described in detail in
Refs. [25, 26].

A. The CMSSM with (g � 2)µ

In Figs. 2(a) and 2(b) we show the marginalized posterior pdf in the (m0, m1/2) plane and in the (A0, tan�) plane,
respectively. In these and the following plots we show the Bayesian 68.3% (1⌥) credible regions in dark blue, encircled
by solid contours, and the 95% (2⌥) credible regions in light blue, encircled by dashed contours.

The posterior presented in Fig. 2(a) features a bimodal behavior, with two well-defined 1⌥ credible regions. One
mode, smaller in size, which is located at small m0, is the �̃ -coannihilation region, whereas a much more extended
mode lies in the A-funnel region. Although the bimodal behavior is superficially similar to what was already observed
in Ref. [25], there are substantial di⇥erences. Most notably, the high probability mode which, in that paper and in
Ref. [26], was spread over the focus point (FP)/hyperbolic branch (HB) region at large m0 and m1/2 ⇤ m0, has now
moved up to the A-funnel region.

The reason for the di⇥erent behavior of the posterior with respect to Ref. [25] is twofold. On the one hand, we have
found that the highest density of points with the right Higgs mass can be found at m1/2 ⇥> 1TeV, which moves the
posterior credible regions up in the plane. On the other hand, some points with a large mh can also be found in the
FP/HB region but the scan tends to ignore them in favor of points in the A-funnel region over which the b-physics
constraints are better satisfied. The new upper bound on BR (Bs ⌅ µ+µ�) from LHCb also yields a substantial

5 Written by Andrew Fowlie, public release forthcoming, see http://www.hepforge.org/projects.

SM value: ' 3.5 ⇥ 10�9

10	dof	

most	important	(by	far)	

Constraint Mean Exp. Error Th. Error Ref.

Higgs sector See text. See text. See text. [55–58]

Direct SUSY searches See text. See text. See text. [59–67]

⌃SI
p See text. See text. See text. [52]

⇤⇤h2 0.1199 0.0027 10% [19]

sin2 ⇤e� 0.23155 0.00015 0.00015 [68]

⇥ (g � 2)µ ⇥ 1010 28.7 8.0 1.0 [24, 25]

BR
�
B ⇤ Xs�

⇥
⇥ 104 3.43 0.22 0.21 [20]

BR (Bu ⇤ ⌥⇧)⇥ 104 0.72 0.27 0.38 [21]

�MBs 17.719 ps�1 0.043 ps�1 2.400 ps�1 [68]

MW 80.385GeV 0.015GeV 0.015GeV [68]

BR (Bs ⇤ µ+µ�)⇥ 109 2.9 0.7 10% [22, 23]

Table 1: The experimental constraints used in this study.

for the likelihood of XENON100 [70] to the data from LUX. We assume that the number

of observed events follows a Poisson distribution centered on the predicted signal plus

background. A likelihood map in the (m⇤, ⌃SI
p ) plane is generated by simulating signal

events in micrOMEGAs [71] and marginalizing over the uncertainty in the expected number

of background events. In Fig. 1(a) we plot the 68.3%, 90%, and 99.7% C.L. exclusion

bounds obtained with our procedure. The dashed black line gives the o⌃cial 90% C.L.

exclusion bound. In our scans, we also account for uncertainties in the predicted elastic

scattering cross section [72, 73] by including the nuclear form factors ⌃s and ⇥⇥N as nuisance

parameters.

We finally account for the direct SUSY searches at the LHC by updating the method

developed in [11, 16]. We generate a grid in the (m0, m1/2) plane at 50-GeV intervals.

At each point we generate squark- and gluino-production events using Madgraph [74] and

produce the parton shower in pythia [75]. The cross sections are calculated using nll �
fast [76–80] to include the next-to-leading order and next-to-leading log contributions. We

evaluate the expected number of events in a given signal region for the searches considered

using CheckMATE [59–67]. CheckMATE includes a number of validated SUSY searches and

includes an advanced tuning of the fast detector simulation. We calculate a likelihood for

each search from the product of Poisson distributions for each signal region. We account for

the uncertainties in the background rate by marginalizing over the background rate with a

gaussian distribution. When calculating the likelihood, we consider the two searches that

give the strongest limits in the CMSSM: a 0 lepton 2–6 jets ATLAS search [81] and a

0–1 lepton 3 b-jets ATLAS search [82]. We scale the total squark and gluino production

rate by a small constant factor to match the limit achieved by the experimental analyses

in order to account for the remaining di⌅erences in e⌃ciencies due to the fast detector

simulation. To combine the results of the two ATLAS searches we evaluate at each point

which of the two searches has the largest expected exclusion and then use that search to

– 5 –

We	do	simultaneous	scan	of	at	least	8	parameters	(4	of	CMSSM	+	4	of	SM)	
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~1	TeV	higgsino-like	WIMP:	implied	by	~125	GeV	Higgs	->	large	m1/2	and	m0	

Bayesian	vs	chi-square	analysis		
(updated	to	include	3loop	Higgs	mass	corrs)	
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chi2		

Reasonably	good	agreement	in	overlapping	region	
(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 3: Marginalized 2D posterior distribution for the CMSSM in (a) the (m0, m1/2) plane for µ > 0, (b) the
(A0, tan�) plane for µ > 0, (c) the (m0, m1/2) plane for µ < 0, and (d) the (A0, tan�) plane for µ < 0. The 68%
credible regions are shown in dark blue and the 95% credible regions in light blue. For comparison we show the
68% and 95% credible regions of [11] (KRS (2013) hereafter) encapsulated by thin gray dashed lines. The ATLAS
95% C.L. exclusion line is shown in red solid for reference.

95% regions obtained in [11], which we present for comparison to highlight the impact of the new
constraints.

As has been long standing practice, in the CMSSM the modes of the posterior pdf are identified
according to the respective mechanisms to satisfy the relic density constraint. The little, round,
95% credibility region just above the ATLAS line at low m0 is the stau-coannihilation region [62];

8

Note:	Likelihood	fn	is	rather	flat		

1405.4289		
(update	of	1302.5956)	
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Present	in	both	unified	and	pheno	SUSY	models	
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easiest to achieve ��h2 ' 0.1

when mH̃ ' 1TeV

When mB̃ ⇠> 1TeV:

² robust,	generically	present	in	many	SUSY	models	
	(both	GUT-based	and	not)	

	
	
² implied	by	~125	GeV	Higgs	mass		

	and	relic	density	
² most	natural	of	SUSY	DM	
² smoking	gun	of	SUSY!?	
	

Condi3on:	heavy	enough	gauginos	

No	need	to	employ	special	mechanisms		
(A-funnel	or	coannihila3on)	to	obtain	

	correct	relic	density	
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mWIMP	~1	TeV	if	one	makes	usual	assump3ons:	
	
Ø WIMP	makes	up	all	DM	
	
	
Ø All	DM	comes	from	thermal	freeze-out	

Ø Rehea3ng	aNer	infla3on	TR	>>	Tfreeze-out	

	

§  Could	be	a	x:(1-x)	with	e.g.	axions.	
Then	mWIMP	~	x2	.	1	TeV	

§  Addi3onal	(non-thermal)	
produc3on	modes	(e.g.,	from	
decaying	inflaton)		
	-->	mWIMP	<	1	TeV	

§  -->	allows	mWIMP	>	1	TeV	
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Recent	Phys.	Rept.	(1407.0017)	
H.	Baer,	K.-Y.	Choi,	J.E	Kim,	LR		

Xenon-1T	
reach	
(~2018)	

~1	TeV	higgsino	DM:	Excellent	prospects!	

Reach	of	LUX,	
PandaX	
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LZ’s Reach 
|  Turning on by 2020 with 

1,000 initial live-days plan 

|  10 tons total, 7 tons active, 
~5.6 ton fiducial mass 
{  Due to unique triple veto 

|  GOALS: < 3 x 10-48 cm2, at 
40 GeV. Clip ν shoulder 

6 keVnr threshold with 
at least 99.5% 
discrimination 

28 

(latest) 

Many Higgs-mediated models killed 

*plot and models from LZ’s Conceptual Design Report, arXiv:1509.02910 Szydagis	(LUX),	ICHEP	‘16	

our	update,	to	appear	in		
a	DM	review	in	ROPP			

LUX,	PandaX	90%CL	limits:	
Impact	on	~1	TeV	WIMP	in	
CMSSM	not	as	big	as	
claimed.	

WIMP-nucleon SI Exclusion 
|  Our best, lowest 

exclusion is at   
50 GeV: 2.2 x10-46 

cm2 (That’s 0.22 
zeptobarns in σ!) 
{  1 order of 

magnitude off 
XENON1T 

{  Within < 2 
orders of LZ 
projection 

|  Comparable to 
LUX 2015 re-
analysis of 3 
months’ worth of 
data at low mass 
but FOUR TIMES 
better at high 
mass. (Final G1?) 

~2x below 
PandaX curve 
 
Paper coming 
quite soon 

Within (log) 
spitting distance 
of coherent 
neutrino 
scattering 

(NOT preliminary. Analysis/limit is final. Text under internal review.) 

24 

24 

(the 1 TeV 
Higgsino 
half-dead) 

(a) (b)

Figure 7: (a) Marginalized 2D posterior distribution for the CMSSM with µ > 0 in the (m�, ⇥
SI
p ) plane. The red

solid line shows the 90% C.L. upper bound as given by LUX, here included in the likelihood function. The gray
dot-dashed line shows the 2012 XENON100 90% C.L. bound and the blue dashed line shows projected sensitivity for
2017 at XENON1T. (b) Marginalized 2D posterior distribution for the CMSSM with µ > 0 in the (m�, ⇥v) plane.
The blue dashed line shows the expected sensitivity of CTA under the assumption of a NFW halo profile. The blue
dot-dashed line shows the corresponding sensitivity with Einasto profile. The dotted gray line shows the projected
sensitivity of the CTA expansion considered in [73].

expected reach as a blue dashed line in Figs. 6(a) and 6(b). Approximately 50% of the points in
the A-resonance region fall within the expected sensitivity.

3.2 Prospects for dark matter detection

In Fig. 7(a) we show the 2D posterior distribution in the (m�, ⇥SI
p ) plane for µ > 0. The di�erent

regions are well separated and can be identified from left to right as the stau-coannihilation, A-
resonance and⇥ 1TeV higgsino regions. We show the current LUX 90% C.L. exclusion as a red solid
line, the previous XENON100 [45] bound as a gray dot-dashed line, and the projected sensitivity
of XENON-1T as a blue dashed line. The bino-like neutralino typical of the stau-coannihilation
and A-resonance regions has a suppressed coupling to the nucleus, so that both regions lie well
below the current LUX bound and it is very unlikely they will be tested, even with the improved
sensitivity of XENON-1T. In contrast, the ⇥ 1TeV higgsino region lies almost entirely within the
projected XENON-1T sensitivity. The entire 68% and nearly all of the 95% credibility region have
the potential to be probed in the next few years, encompassing about 70% of the points in the
scan. This makes dark matter direct detection searches the predominant tool for exploration of the
CMSSM.

In the CMSSM the largest cross section values, ⇥SI
p ⇥> 10�8 pb, are obtained in the focus point

region. One can see the beginning of the horizontal branch joining the higgsino and focus point
regions, at m� ⇤ 0.7 � 0.8TeV. The e�ect of the LUX limit in the likelihood is visible, as the
credibility region is cut o� rapidly after crossing the 90% C.L. bound, shown in red. In contrast
to [11], this causes the focus point region to be disfavored by the scan. In the µ < 0 scenario

14

Final	limit	from	LUX,	first	one	from	PandaX	

For	comparison,	w/o	final	LUX	limit	
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 3: Marginalized 2D posterior distribution for the CMSSM in (a) the (m0, m1/2) plane for µ > 0, (b) the
(A0, tan�) plane for µ > 0, (c) the (m0, m1/2) plane for µ < 0, and (d) the (A0, tan�) plane for µ < 0. The 68%
credible regions are shown in dark blue and the 95% credible regions in light blue. For comparison we show the
68% and 95% credible regions of [11] (KRS (2013) hereafter) encapsulated by thin gray dashed lines. The ATLAS
95% C.L. exclusion line is shown in red solid for reference.

95% regions obtained in [11], which we present for comparison to highlight the impact of the new
constraints.

As has been long standing practice, in the CMSSM the modes of the posterior pdf are identified
according to the respective mechanisms to satisfy the relic density constraint. The little, round,
95% credibility region just above the ATLAS line at low m0 is the stau-coannihilation region [62];

8
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Direct	Search	for	DM	in	general	SUSY	

•  pMSSM	(=p19MSSM)	
•  bino	(M1)	vs	wino	(M2)	

masses:	free	parameters	

Parameter Range

Higgsino/Higgs mass parameter �10 ⇤ µ ⇤ 10
Bino soft mass �10 ⇤ M1 ⇤ 10
Wino soft mass 0.1 ⇤ M2 ⇤ 10
Gluino soft mass �10 ⇤ M�

3 ⇤ 10
Top trilinear soft coupl. �10 ⇤ At ⇤ 10

Bottom trilinear soft coupl. �10 ⇤ Ab ⇤ 10
⇤ trilinear soft coupl. �10 ⇤ A� ⇤ 10

Pseudoscalar physical mass 0.1 ⇤ mA ⇤ 10
1st/2nd gen. soft L-slepton mass 0.1 ⇤ mL̃1

⇤ 10
1st/2nd gen. soft R-slepton mass 0.1 ⇤ mẽR ⇤ 10

3rd gen. soft L-slepton mass 0.1 ⇤ mL̃3
⇤ 10

3rd gen. soft R-slepton mass 0.1 ⇤ m�̃R ⇤ 10
1st/2nd gen. soft L-squark mass 0.75 ⇤ mQ̃1

⇤ 10

1st/2nd gen. soft R-squark up mass 0.75 ⇤ mũR ⇤ 10
1st/2nd gen. soft R-squark down mass 0.75 ⇤ md̃R

⇤ 10

3rd gen. soft L-squark mass 0.1 ⇤ mQ̃3
⇤ 10

3rd gen. soft R-squark up mass 0.1 ⇤ mt̃R
⇤ 10

3rd gen. soft R-squark down mass 0.1 ⇤ mb̃R
⇤ 10

ratio of Higgs doublet VEVs 1 ⇤ tan� ⇤ 62

Table 1: Prior ranges for the pMSSM parameters, over which we perform our scans. All masses
and trilinear couplings are given inTeV.
� In order to avoid generating a large number of points strongly disfavoured by the LHC we impose
an additional cuto� on the physical gluino mass, mg̃ > 750GeV.

in Sec. 4 we show our numerical results, which include a summary of the present status of indirect
bounds on the pMSSM, the calculated sensitivity of CTA, and a comparison with present and
future sensitivities from complementary experiments; we finally give our conclusions in Sec. 5. The
details of our calculation of CTA sensitivity and a comparison with alternative statistical methods
are presented in Appendix A.

2 Scanning methodology and experimental constraints

The pMSSM with 19 free parameters gives a generic coverage of the properties of the CP and R
parity-conserving MSSM. The parameters are defined at the scale of the geometrical average of the
physical stop masses, MSUSY = (mt̃1mt̃2)

1/2, and we scan them in the ranges given in Table 1. In
addition, we scan over the top quark pole mass, Mt, treated here as a nuisance parameter. We
assume a Gaussian distribution for Mt, whose central value and experimental error are given in [69]:
Mt = 173.34±0.76GeV. The remaining SM nuisance parameters are fixed to their PDG [2] central
values.

For scanning we use the package BayesFITS [70, 71, 30, 19], which interfaces several publicly
available tools to direct the scanning procedure and calculate physical observables. The sampling is
performed by MultiNest [72] with 20000 live points. The evidence tolerance is set to 0.0001 so that
the stopping criterion is not reached before we collect a number of points deemed adequate for our

4

General	MSSM:	No	DM	mass	restric3ons	
…	but	different	WIMP	composi3ons	

Update	of	Roszkowski,		
Sesssolo,	Williams,	1411.5214	

•  Very	wide	scan	
•  All	relevant	constraints	
•  Sommerfeld	effect	included	

wino	higgsino		bino	
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Strategies for WIMP Detection
direct detection (DD): measure WIMPs scattering off a target

go underground to beat cosmic ray bgnd

indirect detection (ID):

HE neutrinos from the Sun (or Earth)
WIMPs get trapped in Sun’s core, start pair annihilating, only ν ’s escape

antimatter (e+, p̄, D̄) from WIMP pair-annihilation in the
MW halo

from within a few kpc

gamma rays from WIMP pair-annihilation in the Galactic
center

depending on DM distribution in the GC

other ideas: traces of WIMP annihilation in dwarf galaxies,
in rich clusters, etc

more speculative

the LHC
L. Roszkowski – p.15
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Cherenkov	Telescope	Array	

Ø  ground-based	gamma-ray	telescope	
Ø  Arrays	in	southern	and	northern	hemisphere	

for	full-sky	coverage	
Ø  Energy	range:	tens	of	GeV	to	>100	TeV	
Ø  Sensi3vity:	more	than	an	order	of	mag	

improvement	in	100	GeV	–	10	TeV			

GC Halo Limits (bb channel)"

13"UCLA DM 2014!

CTA !
(NFW, 500 hr)!

HESS (112 hr)!
Fermi dSph !
(4 yrs +10 dsphs)!

MW Density Profile"

15 pc          150 pc!

Search Region!
0.1°             1.0°!

UCLA DM 2014! 12"

Galac3c	Center	DM	Halo	

h_p://www.cta-observatory.org/	

diffuse	gamma	radia3on	from	WIMP	pair	annihila3on	



p19MSSM	

General	SUSY:	CTA	vs	direct	detec3on	

General	pMSSM:	
•  CTA	to	probe	WIMP	regions	below	reach	of	~1	tonne	detectors	(even	below	

neutrino	floor!)	
•  Good	complementarity	of	DD	and	CTA	

L.	Roszkowski,	MPI	Heidelberg,	7	Nov.	2016	 37	

~1	tonne	DD	reach	
(a) (b)

Figure 8: (a) The sensitivity of CTA to the pMSSM in the (m�, �SI
p ) plane. The colour code is the same as

in Fig. 7(a). The LUX 90% C.L. bound is shown a dashed red line. The projected sensitivity of 1-tonne detectors
is shown as a dotted grey line. The onset of the atmospheric and di⇥use supernova neutrino background is shown
with a dot-dashed magenta line. Note that points are plotted from red to green, showing a conservative estimate of
the reach (least constrained points are always shown). Points are shown with �⇥2 � 5.99 (see Table 2). (b) The
sensitivity of CTA to the pMSSM in the (m�, �

SD
p ) plane. The colour code is the same as in Fig. 7(a). Lighter

shaded points are within the projected 5-year sensitivity of IceCube/DeepCore. The grey line shows the estimated
sensitivity of ANTARES. *** ES: To be replaced ***

In Fig. 9(b) we present the equivalent picture in the (�SD
p , �v) plane, where the light-shaded

region indicates the points within 5-year sensitivity at IceCube/DeepCore.
*** ES: Reviewed up to here! Move to Appendix. ***
In Figs. ?? and ?? we show the reach of CTA in the (mg̃, m�) and (mt̃1 , m�) planes, respectively.

With the exception of the coannihilation bands, the reach of CTA is largely independent of the
sparticle spectrum, as was to be expected. Improvements in the limits on the gluino and squark
masses are not expected to have any e�ect on the sensitivity of CTA. Indeed, CTA remains sensitive
to spectra where the gluinos and squarks lie well beyond the reach of present and future colliders.

Fig. 11 shows the expected reach of CTA in the (m�, �v) plane for the under-abundant scenarios.
Points already excluded by HESS or Fermi-LAT shown in Fig. 4 have been removed. As can be
seen from Fig. 11(a) CTA will improve on the limit already set by HESS but due to the rescaling
factor R2 much of the parameter space lies beyond the reach of CTA. When the rescaling factor
is removed in Fig. 11(b) CTA has the potential to exclude nearly all of the remaining parameter
space.

5 Summary and Conclusions

15

(a) (b)

Figure 9: (a) The sensitivity of CTA to the pMSSM points in the (�SI
p , �v) plane. The colour code is the same

as in Fig. 7(a). Lighter shaded points are within the projected sensitivity of 1-tonne detectors. The dashed grey
line gives an approximate reference value for future direct reach in �SI

p . Points are shown with �⇥2 � 5.99 (see
Table 2). (a) The sensitivity of CTA to the pMSSM points in the (�SD

p , �v) plane. Lighter shaded points are within
the projected 5-year sensitivity of IceCube/DeepCore *** AW: figure to be replaced *** .
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A Derivation of the CTA reach

In this appendix we apply to CTA di⇥erent methods of obtaining the limit for the same experimental
data and show a comparison with some of the previous work recently appeared in the literature.

We take the same experimental setup as defined in [56, 57, 58, 59], based on the Ring Method.
Two regions are identified in the plane of the galactic coordinates l and b, as shown in Fig. 12.
Following [59], we adopt the parameters optimised for Array E. The “signal”, or ON, region is
based on a circle of angular radius �cut = 1.36� around the GC. The “background”, or OFF,
region is based on a ring centered at the o⇥set coordinate bo� = 1.42�, with an inner angular radius
of r1 = 0.55� and an outer radius of r2 = 2.88�, from which the ON region is subtracted. The strip
of sky characterised by |b| < 0.3� about the GC and the region of the sky within the inner radius
r1 do not belong to either the ON or OFF regions.

16

Roszkowski,	Sesssolo,	Williams,	1411.5214	
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..all	parameter		
space	covered		

at	2	sigma	

CMSSM	can	be	
fully	explored	by	
experiment		
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It	is	the	WIMP…	Trust	me!	

I’m	sure,	darling!		
But	I	s3ll	wanna	see	it!	



What	can	one	learn	from	WIMP	signal?	
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Assuming	one	year	(day?)	a	CDM	signal	is	actually	detected…	

A'empt	to	reconstruct:	
•  WIMP	mass	mX	
•  WIMP	DD	cross-sec3on	sigmap	
•  WIMP	annihila3on	c.s.	sigma*v	
•  Dominant	annihila3on	channel(s)	

•  Confirm	(thermal?)	WIMP	
hypothesis?	

•  Compa3ble	with	some	theory	
frameworks…	

Likely	to	be	a	challenging	task!	
How	well?	

Will	possibly	need	signal	in	both	DD	and	ID	
	…and	eventually	colliders	



If	signal	seen	in	direct	detec3on	only	
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of WIMPs with left: ��p = 3⇥10�46 cm2, and masses 20GeV, 100GeV and 500GeV, for exposures

of 10 tonne-years xenon (green), 20 tonne-years xenon (red) and 10 tonne-years xenon plus 20

tonne-years argon (blue). Right: ��p = 3 ⇥ 10�46 cm2 (green), ��p = 3 ⇥ 10�47 cm2 (red) and

��p = 3 ⇥ 10�48 cm2 (blue) for an exposure of 10 tonne-years xenon plus 20 tonne-years argon.

The ‘+’ indicates the simulated model.

to break this degeneracy; however, in practice the astrophysical uncertainties make this

impossible. The inclusion of the argon detector greatly improves mass reconstruction, but

has a limited e↵ect on reducing the uncertainty in the inferred cross section (see Fig. 8 left

and right). Also, we once again see that there is not much improvement in reconstruction

when using two di↵erent detector targets compared with doubling the size of the xenon

detector. However, it is possible that with the addition of more detectors of di↵erent target

material, one can at least infer the sign of f
n

f
p

[5].

Although a less generic physical possibility, the addition of a non-zero inelastic scattering

probability greatly increases the uncertainty in the reconstruction, since the event rate is

decreased in this scenario. The event rate is diminished to such an extent that for � =

100 keV, there are no inelastic events visible for a 100GeV WIMP with ��p = 3 ⇥ 10�46

cm2. Events are observable for � = 50 keV, and here the complementarity of the two

detectors provides a small improvement in the reconstruction (see Fig. 9 left), compared

16

Schumann	@COSMO-15	

…(?)	
Drees	and	Shan,	0803.4477	
Peter,	0910.4765,		
Pato,	et	al,	1006.1322	
Bernal,	et	al.,	0804.1976	(DD	+	ID	+	ILC)	
…	

Reconstruc3on	of	mX	and	sigmapSI:	
•  Low	mass	(tens	of	GeV):	good	
•  <~100	GeV:	s3ll	reasonable	
•  >~200	GeV:	poor	

When	sigmapSI	low:	prospects	poorer	

Newstead,	1306.3244	

E.g.,	mX=	20,	100,	500	GeV	

10	tonne*yr	Xe	+	20	tonne*yr	Ar	

M. Schumann (AEC Bern) – Direct Seaches for WIMP Dark Matter 44

WIMP Spectroscopy

Update of Newstead et al., PRD 8, 076011 (2013)

Capability to reconstruct WIMP parameters
● m

χ
=20, 100, 500 GeV/c²

● 1σ/2σ CI, marginalized over 
  astrophysical parameters
● due to flat WIMP spectra, no target can  
 reconstruct masses >500 GeV/c² 

2×10–48 cm² 2×10–47 cm² 

200 t × y

CNNS
+neutrons

solar neutrinos,
85Kr, 222Rn,
2νββ, materials

WIMP: 30 GeV/c², =2×10–48 cm² 
27 signal events in box

1	&	2	sigma	CI	marginalized	over	astro	parameters	
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How	about	diffuse	gamma	radia3on	

Fermi	LAT	
CTA	-	upcoming	

   Aldo Morselli,  INFN Roma Tor Vergata                                       Dark Side of the Universe 2015                                         Kyoto 17 December 2015 9

Annihilation channels 

   Aldo Morselli,  INFN Roma Tor Vergata                                       Dark Side of the Universe 2015                                         Kyoto 17 December 2015 50

CTA GC Halo 500 h 

Fermi 

Together Fermi and CTA will probe most of the space of WIMP models with thermal relic annihilation cross section  

DM limit improvement estimate in 15 years with the composite  
likelihood approach (2008- 2023) 

Morselli,	DSU-15	
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Figure 1: DM profiles and the corresponding parameters to be plugged in the functional forms
of eq. (1). The dashed lines represent the smoothed functions adopted for some of the computations
in Sec. 4.1.3. Notice that we here provide 2 (3) decimal significant digits for the value of r

s

(⇢
s

):
this precision is su�cient for most computations, but more would be needed for specific cases, such
as to precisely reproduce the J factors (discussed in Sec.5) for small angular regions around the
Galactic Center.

Next, we need to determine the parameters r
s

(a typical scale radius) and ⇢
s

(a typical
scale density) that enter in each of these forms. Instead of taking them from the individual
simulations, we fix them by imposing that the resulting profiles satisfy the findings of
astrophysical observations of the Milky Way. Namely, we require:

- The density of Dark Matter at the location of the Sun r� = 8.33 kpc (as determined
in [48]; see also [49] 3) to be ⇢� = 0.3 GeV/cm3. This is the canonical value routinely
adopted in the literature (see e.g. [1, 2, 51]), with a typical associated error bar of
±0.1 GeV/cm3 and a possible spread up to 0.2 ! 0.8 GeV/cm3 (sometimes refereed
to as ‘a factor of 2’). Recent computations have found a higher central value and
possibly a smaller associated error, still subject to debate [52, 53, 54, 55].

- The total Dark Matter mass contained in 60 kpc (i.e. a bit larger than the distance to
the Large Magellanic Cloud, 50 kpc) to be M60 ⌘ 4.7⇥ 1011M�. This number is based
on the recent kinematical surveys of stars in SDSS [56]. We adopt the upper edge of
their 95% C.L. interval to conservatively take into account that previous studies had
found somewhat larger values (see e.g. [57, 58]).

The parameters that we adopt and the profiles are thus given explicitly in fig. 1. Notice that
they do not di↵er much (at most 20%) from the parameter often conventionally adopted in
the literature (see e.g. [2]), so that our results presented below can be quite safely adopted
for those cases.

of spherical symmetry, in absence of better determinations, seems to be still well justified. Moreover, it is
the current standard assumption in the literature and we therefore prefer to stick to it in order to allow
comparisons. In the future, the proper motion measurements of a huge number of galactic stars by the
planned GAIA space mission will most probably change the situation and give good constraints on the
shape of our Galaxy’s DM halo, e.g. [46], making it worth to reconsider the assumption. For what concerns
the impact of non-spherical halos on DM signals, charged particles signals are not expected to be a↵ected,
as they are sensistive to the local galactic environment. For an early analysis of DM gamma rays al large
latitudes see [47].

3The commonly adopted value used to be 8.5 kpc on the basis of [50].

6

•  Low	WIMP	mass:	Fermi	LAT	
•  Mid	range:	Fermi	LAT	and	CTA	
•  High	mass:	CTA	
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WIMP	reconstruc3on		
with	diffuse	gamma	radia3on	

•  Differen3al	flux	shapes	different	when	vary	mX	
	but…	

•  Similar	for	different	final	states	(esp.	qqbar,	VV,	hh,	but	not	for	ee,	mu	mu,tau	tau)		

Cirelli	et	al.,	2010	
…	
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Figure 7: (a) A plot of several di↵erential gamma-ray fluxes, dN�/dE ⇥ �v/m2

�, that can fit the
spectrum produced by BP1. The uncertainties around the reconstruction of the benchmark point
spectrum in Fermi-LAT are shown with a light beige band. (b) Several e↵ective gamma-ray fluxes,
d�/dE ⇥ A

e↵

, that can fit the spectrum produced by BP4(a) in CTA. The uncertainties around
the reconstruction of the benchmark point spectrum are shown with a light beige band.

state branching fraction of the DM candidate, giving a very similar energy spectrum, so that
di↵erent options can equally fit in the wiggle room left by the large astrophysical and background
uncertainties described in Sec. 2.2.2. This is shown in Fig. 6(b) where we plot the branching ratios
to the 4 di↵erent final states considered here for the points that belong to the combined CTA +
Fermi-LAT confidence region shown in Fig. 6(a). Interestingly, one can see that the data originating
from a 1TeV bb̄ benchmark point can be equally well fitted by that of a 400 � 500GeV WIMP
annihilating almost entirely to W+W� with a cross section �v approximately 2 to 5 times smaller
than the benchmark 2⇥ 10�25 cm3/s.

We pictorially translate the 95% C.L. uncertainty found in the (m�, �v) plane to an uncertainty
in the gamma-ray fluxes in Fig. 7. Figure 7(a) shows the uncertainties in the reconstruction of BP1
spectra in Fermi-LAT, for the case that was presented in Fig. 3. The uncertainties, which we have
assumed to be given by a combination of the uncertainty of the measurement of dSphs J-factors and
the statistical Poisson uncertainty of the number of gamma-ray events from fluxes, can be shown
as a light beige band allowing di↵erent shapes for dN�/dE ⇥ �v/m2

�. The band can for instance
accommodate at the same time the spectra for 13GeV WIMPs annihilating into ⌧+⌧�, 25GeV
WIMPs going to bb̄, or 130GeV WIMPs yielding predominantly W+W�. Note that Fig. 7(a) also
pictorially shows how, for instance, the spectrum of a 75GeV WIMP with 100% branching ratio
into ⌧+⌧� falls outside of the considered uncertainties, but that one could manage to bring it back
into the allowed band by reducing the branching ratio to ⌧+⌧� and at the same time increasing bb̄,
in agreement with what Fig. 3(b) shows.

In Fig. 7(b) we show the case of BP4(a). The uncertainties of CTA can be translated into a
light beige band about the gamma-ray flux times e↵ective area, where the latter is responsible for
e↵ectively cutting out all signal in the bins with E < 30GeV. As one can see, the benchmark
point spectrum corresponding to pure bb̄ final state and m� = 1TeV can be mimicked over a wide
range of energies. A ⇠ 500GeV DM particle annihilating into W+W� or, for even lower m�, a
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Figure 7: (a) A plot of several di↵erential gamma-ray fluxes, dN�/dE ⇥ �v/m2

�, that can fit the
spectrum produced by BP1. The uncertainties around the reconstruction of the benchmark point
spectrum in Fermi-LAT are shown with a light beige band. (b) Several e↵ective gamma-ray fluxes,
d�/dE ⇥ A

e↵

, that can fit the spectrum produced by BP4(a) in CTA. The uncertainties around
the reconstruction of the benchmark point spectrum are shown with a light beige band.

state branching fraction of the DM candidate, giving a very similar energy spectrum, so that
di↵erent options can equally fit in the wiggle room left by the large astrophysical and background
uncertainties described in Sec. 2.2.2. This is shown in Fig. 6(b) where we plot the branching ratios
to the 4 di↵erent final states considered here for the points that belong to the combined CTA +
Fermi-LAT confidence region shown in Fig. 6(a). Interestingly, one can see that the data originating
from a 1TeV bb̄ benchmark point can be equally well fitted by that of a 400 � 500GeV WIMP
annihilating almost entirely to W+W � with a cross section �v approximately 2 to 5 times smaller
than the benchmark 2⇥ 10�25 cm3/s.

We pictorially translate the 95% C.L. uncertainty found in the (m�, �v) plane to an uncertainty
in the gamma-ray fluxes in Fig. 7. Figure 7(a) shows the uncertainties in the reconstruction of BP1
spectra in Fermi-LAT, for the case that was presented in Fig. 3. The uncertainties, which we have
assumed to be given by a combination of the uncertainty of the measurement of dSphs J-factors and
the statistical Poisson uncertainty of the number of gamma-ray events from fluxes, can be shown
as a light beige band allowing di↵erent shapes for dN�/dE ⇥ �v/m2

�. The band can for instance
accommodate at the same time the spectra for 13GeV WIMPs annihilating into ⌧+⌧�, 25GeV
WIMPs going to bb̄, or 130GeV WIMPs yielding predominantly W+W �. Note that Fig. 7(a) also
pictorially shows how, for instance, the spectrum of a 75GeV WIMP with 100% branching ratio
into ⌧+⌧� falls outside of the considered uncertainties, but that one could manage to bring it back
into the allowed band by reducing the branching ratio to ⌧+⌧� and at the same time increasing bb̄,
in agreement with what Fig. 3(b) shows.

In Fig. 7(b) we show the case of BP4(a). The uncertainties of CTA can be translated into a
light beige band about the gamma-ray flux times e↵ective area, where the latter is responsible for
e↵ectively cutting out all signal in the bins with E < 30GeV. As one can see, the benchmark
point spectrum corresponding to pure bb̄ final state and m� = 1TeV can be mimicked over a wide
range of energies. A ⇠ 500GeV DM particle annihilating into W+W � or, for even lower m�, a
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Consider	direct	detec3on	and/or	gamma	radia3on	

Bernal,	et	al.,	0804.1976	(DD	+	ID	+	ILC)	

LR	+	Sessolo	+	Trojanowski	+	Williams,	1603.06519			
Assume	signal	detected	in	DD	and/or	DGR	

DGR:	Diffuse	Gamma	Radia3on	
•  Assume	WIMP	benchmark	points:		

	mass,	sigmapSI,	sigma*v,	annihila3on	BR	

Symbol Parameter Range Prior distribution

m� WIMP mass 10� 10000GeV log

�v Annihilation cross section 1⇥ 10�30 � 1⇥ 10�21 cm3/s log

�SI
p Spin-independent cross section 1⇥ 10�12 � 1⇥ 10�6 pb log

Fraction of bb̄ final state
fbb̄ (benchmarks a,b,c,d) 0� 1 See text

Fraction of WW final state
fWW (benchmarks a,b,c,d) 0� 1 See text

Fraction of hh final state
fhh (benchmarks a,b,c,d) 0� 1 See text

f⌧⌧ Fraction of ⌧⌧ final state 0� 1 See text

Fraction of leptonic final state
flep (benchmarks e,f) 0� 1 See text

Fraction of hadronic final state
fhad (benchmarks e,f) 0� 1 See text

v0 Circular velocity 220± 20 km/s Gaussian

vesc Escape velocity 544± 40 km/s Gaussian

⇢0 Local DM density 0.3± 0.1GeV/cm3 Gaussian

�NFW NFW slope parameter 1.20± 0.15 Gaussian

Table 2: Input parameters in our scans

The values of the parameters have been adjusted to provide significant signal in direct and
indirect detection. We consider the exemplary case of the bb̄ final state, but we also perform a
detailed analysis of the impact on di↵erent final states in the case of BP4, for a 1TeV WIMP.

We here briefly describe the selected benchmark points.

• BP1: We start with a benchmark point characterized by m� = 25GeV, representative of a
“lightish” WIMP. In the bb̄ pure final state, for this mass the “canonical” thermal annihilation
cross section, �v ⇡ 3⇥10�26 cm3/s, has been already excluded at the 95% C.L. by Fermi-LAT.
The current 90% C.L. exclusion bound from LUX for this DM mass is �SI

p . 7⇥ 10�10 pb.

• BP2: The next benchmark point is characterized by m� = 100GeV. For this mass, the
95% C.L. bound on the annihilation cross section from Fermi-LAT dSphs lies right at the
canonical value, �v . 3⇥ 10�26 cm3/s, while the spin-independent scattering cross section is
bounded by LUX data, �SI

p . 2⇥ 10�9 pb.

• BP3: We choose this benchmark with the intention of analyzing the possible interplay between
Fermi-LAT and CTA.

• BP4: This point is characteristic of many GUT constrained SUSY models with neutralino
DM. The typical example is an almost pure higgsino that undergoes a slight enhancement of
its present-day cross section by means of an s-channel resonance with the pseudoscalar heavy
Higgs with mA ⇡ 2m� = 2TeV. Since this is a case well justified from a theoretical point of
view, we select BP4 to perform a study of the reconstruction abilities in di↵erent final states,
which are marked with a, b, c, and d.

• BP5: We finally analyze the case for which the present day cross section of the hypothetical
higgsino is not enhanced by a resonance with the pseudoscalar, so that �v ⇡ 3⇥10�26 cm3/s.

The benchmark points parameters are summarized in Table 3. The parameters �SI

p and �v are
treated independently, although under certain model assumptions they can show some correlation.
However, this is not always true, and a typical example is given by the pMSSM. It was shown

6

•  Sta3s3cal	approach	
•  Construct	likelihood	func3on	for	DD,	Fermi	

LAT	dSphs,	CTA	
•  Vary	four	WIMP	proper3es	+	several	

astrophysical	parameters	
•  Produce	mock	data	
•  Compare	with	benchmark	point	

The “signal”, or ON, region is defined as a circle of angular radius �
cut

= 1.36� around the GC.
There are then two “background” regions, which we call OFF

1

and OFF
2

, which are respectively
included in the lower and upper halves of a ring centred at the o↵set coordinate b

o↵

= 1.42�. The
inner angular region of radius r

1

= 0.55� is not considered, whereas the outer radius of the ring
including the OFF

1

and OFF
2

regions is r
2

= 2.88�. The ON and OFF
1

regions both belong the
lower half of the ring of outer radius r

2

but they do not overlap. The strip of sky characterised by
|b| < 0.3� about the GC does not belong to any of the considered regions.

We create a binned likelihood function. We bin the �-ray spectra into N
CTA

= 30 energy bins,
i = 1, .., N

CTA

, logarithmically spaced. The OFF
1

, OFF
2

, and ON regions defined above are also
labeled, respectively with j = 1, 2, 3. For each bin, ij, the signal is composed of three parts: the
DM signal, µDM

ij , which originates from WIMP annihilation in the halo; the isotropic background

µCR

ij from cosmic-ray (CR) showers, which is obtained by detailed MC simulation and was provided
to us by the CTA Collaboration [cita]; and the Galactic Di↵use Emission (GDE) background [Sil-
verwood,Silk], µGDE

ij , which is obtained from FermiLAT data for the energy bins below 500GeV,
and extrapolated with a power law for higher energies, as described, e.g., in [Silverwood,Silk].

The expected number of counts from DM annihilation in each bin, ij, is obtained by taking
into account the prompt annihilation spectrum and the secondary spectrum from inverse Compton
(IC) scattering of electrons o↵ the CMB, starlight, and IR radiation [Cirelli,Silk].

Explicitly, this reads

µDM

ij = t
obs

�v

8⇡m2

�

Z

�Ei

dE
1p

2⇡�(E)2

Z m�

30GeV

dE0
✓
Jj

dN�

dE0

+
1

E02

Z m�

me

dEsĪIC,j(E
0, Es)

dNe±

dEs

◆
A

e↵

(E0)e
� (E�E0)2

2�(E)2 , (6)

where A
e↵

is the e↵ective area of the detector, �(E) is the energy resolution, dN�/dE and dNe±/dE
are respectively the gamma-ray and electron/positron spectra from WIMP annihilation. For A

e↵

and �(E) we use the most up to date instrument response functions provided by the CTA Collab-
oration [?]. We take an observation time t

obs

= 500 h .
The J-factors, Jj , are calculated over the three regions of the sky. We assume in this paper a

generalized Navarro-Frenk-White (NFW) profile [?]

⇢(r) =
⇢
0

⇣
1 + R�

rs

⌘
3��NFW

⇣
r

R�

⌘�NFW
⇣
1 + r

rs

⌘
3��NFW

(7)

where we fix the scale radius rs = 20 kpc and the distance of the Solar System from the GC,
R� = 8.5 kpc [cita]. The nuisance parameters ⇢

0

and �
NFW

are varied in our scans, see Table 2,
whereas they are fixed to their central values for the benchmark points. Each of the three J-factors
is given by integrating ⇢2(r) along the line of sight in the corresponding angular region

Jj =

Z

�⌦j

Z

l.o.s.

⇢2[r(✓)]dr(✓)d⌦ . (8)

As an example, for ⇢
0

= 0.3GeV/cm3 and �
NFW

= 1 one gets in the ON region J
3

= 3.89 ⇥
1021GeV2/cm5.

In Eq. (6) Ī
IC,j is the quantity that parametrizes the cumulative e↵ect of the di↵erential IC

radiation power per unit of galactic coordinates [cirelli], which we here call I
IC

(E� , Es, l, b). It is

4

BP1 BP2 BP3 BP4(a, b, c, d) BP5

m� 25GeV 100GeV 250GeV 1000GeV 1000GeV
�v 8⇥ 10�27 cm3/s 2⇥ 10�26 cm3/s 4⇥ 10�26 cm3/s 2⇥ 10�25 cm3/s 3⇥ 10�26 cm3/s
�SI
p 2⇥ 10�46 cm2 3⇥ 10�46 cm2 5⇥ 10�46 cm2 2⇥ 10�45 cm2 2⇥ 10�45 cm2

Final state (a) bb̄ (b) W+W�

(hadronic scans) bb̄ bb̄ bb̄ (c) ⌧+⌧� W+W�

Final state
(leptonic scan) (d) µ+µ�

Table 1: Parameters of the 8 benchmark points that ought to be reconstructed through our scanning
procedure. In “hadronic” scans we allow for 4 final-state channels such that the branching fractions
sum up to 1: fb¯b + fW+W� + fhh + f⌧+⌧� = 1. In the “leptonic” scan we allow for 3 final-state
channels: fb¯b + fµ+µ� + f⌧+⌧� = 1.

Given four benchmark masses selected across the WIMP mass range typically considered in the
literature (m� = 25, 100, 250, 1000GeV), we choose the benchmark values of �SI

p and �v such that
they can lead to a strong signal in either direct or indirect detection experiments, or both, given
realistic expectations for the projected future sensitivity. At the same time, we make sure these
points are not excluded by the current experimental bounds. In particular, we choose �v to lie on
the published 95% C.L. exclusion line of the most recent analysis that combines the 6 year PASS
8 data for 15 dSphs at Fermi-LAT with observations from the GC at MAGIC [70].

Here we briefly comment on our benchmark points.

• BP1: This is the case of a relatively light WIMP, m� = 25GeV, annihilating exclusively
(100% branching ratio) into hadronic products (bb̄ final state). The strongest sensitivity to
�SI

p in Xenon underground detectors is achieved approximately at this mass, and the current

direct detection bound is �SI

p . 10�45 cm2.

• BP2: A benchmark characterized by m� = 100GeV, possibly motivated by models with
rough expectations of EW naturalness. The sensitivity of direct detection experiments cur-
rently implies �SI

p . 2⇥ 10�45 cm2. The annihilation final state is set to 100% bb̄.

• BP3: A benchmark characterized by m� = 250GeV, situated at the possible onset of the
Fermi-LAT/CTA interplay for mass and final state reconstruction. The annihilation final
state is set to 100% bb̄.

• BP4(a): As was mentioned in Sec. 1, a ⇠ 1TeV WIMP is characteristic of many GUT-
constrained models based on supersymmetry with neutralino DM.

Even if we do not make any assumptions on the relic density, it is worth pointing out that
the Fermi-LAT/MAGIC bound [70] for an m� = 1000GeV WIMP with 100% bb̄ final state
reads �v = 2⇥ 10�25 cm3/s. This is a value that is larger than the cross section expected for
a “canonical” thermal candidate. However, it is well known that the present-day annihilation
cross section does not need to coincide with the thermal annihilation cross section in the
early Universe. Examples can be easily found in which the WIMP has the correct relic
abundance but the present-day annihilation cross section is slightly enhanced, for example
by an s-channel resonance with the exchange of a particle with mass ⇡ 2m� = 2TeV (in the
case of supersymmetry this particle is often the pseudoscalar Higgs).

• BP4(b, c, d): We investigate the ability of CTA to reconstruct annihilation final states
di↵erent from pure bb̄ for the same �v.

9
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Diffuse	Gamma	Radia3on:	Fermi	LAT,	CTA	
where r� is the distance of the Sun from the GC, ⇢� the average WIMP energy density at the
position of the Sun, and we use for the computation the form of I

IC

(E� , Es, l, b) provided by [cirelli].
In order to obtain the total count number per bin µij , which is to be confronted with our

putative signal, nij , the backgrounds must be added to the DM signal:

µij
�
RCR

i , RGDE

i

�
= µDM

ij + RCR

i µCR

ij + RGDE

i µGDE

ij , (10)

where we parametrize the uncertainty on the normalization of the CR and GDE backgrounds with
additional energy-bin dependent factors RCR

i and RGDE

i . Throughout the paper we assume that
the measured value of the total CR flux and of the GDE at energies < 500GeV imply that RCR

i
and RGDE

i are normally distributed around 1. We adopt conservative uncertainties �
CR

= 10% and
�
GDE

= 20%.
The CTA likelihood is thus given by

L
CTA

=
NCTAY

i=1

8
<

:

Z
dRCR

i e
�(

1�RCR
i )2

2�2
CR

Z
dRGDE

i e
�(

1�RGDE
i )2

2�2
GDE

2

4
3Y

j=1

µij
�
RCR

i , RGDE

i

�nij

nij !
e�µij(RCR

i ,RGDE
i )

3

5

9
=

; .

(11)
Note that the very reason for initially selecting 3 di↵erent regions in the sky is so that we can
constrain independently the three quantities buttressing our flux normalization: �v, RCR
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Use	modified	Ring	Method:	ON,	OFF	1,	OFF	2		

R	-	background	normaliza3on	
CR:	isotropic	cosmic	ray	(from	CTA)	
GDE:	galac3c	diffuse	emission	
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where A
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GDE:	Extrapolated	from	Fermi	LAT	beyond	500	GeV	
(Silverwood,	et	al.,	Silk	et	al.)	

DM:	prompt	and	secondary	(ICS	from	electrons	on	CMB,	starlight	and	IR)	
(Cirelli,	et	al.,	Silk	et	al.)	

mu_ij	–	expected	signal	+	bgnd	 n_ij	–	observed	signal	+bgnd	
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Example:	BP4a	(``generic”)			
``True”	WIMP:	mX=	1	TeV,	BR(b-bbar)=1,	sigma*v=	2x10-25	cm3s-1	

But	other	values	of	mX	and	final	states	can	give	very	similar	spectra!	

-->	Heavy	WIMP:		Mass	reconstruc3on	doable	but	crude	(CTA)	
Fermi	LAT	helps	narrow	down	sigma*v	

(a) (b)

Figure 6: (a) Dark turquoise circles show the 95% C.L. fit in the (m�, �v) plane to Fermi-LAT
15 yr 46 dSphs mock BP4(a) data (the benchmark is shown in black). Blue upside-down triangles
show the 95% C.L. fit for CTA 500 hours. The 95% C.L. combination of the two results in the (m�,
�v) plane is shown with red squares. (b) The breakdown of the branching ratios to a particular
annihilation final state versus the WIMP mass for the points of the 95% C.L. fit to FermiLAT +
CTA data considered in (a). Light brown squares show the bb̄ branching ratio, dark green triangles
the one to ⌧+⌧�, deep-sky blue diamonds the one to W+W �, and blue upside-down triangles the
one to hh.

As was mentioned in Sec. 3, CTA’s sensitivity with approximately 500 hours of observation of
the GC is expected for this mass to start closing in on the sensitivity expected at Fermi-LAT.
In Fig. 5(a) we plot with blue down-pointing triangles the 95% C.L. reconstruction of BP3 in
CTA. One can see that the resulting signal is too weak to provide any meaningful information.
However, a combination of the Fermi-LAT and CTA likelihood functions shows for this point a
slight improvement (red squares) on the mass reconstruction with respect to Fermi-LAT alone.
This is a feature that is bound to become increasingly more pronounced as one considers larger
DM mass.

The combined e↵ect of Fermi-LAT, CTA, and XENON-1T data on the reconstruction of BP3
properties when one considers a concurrent observation in direct and indirect detection experiments
is shown with red squares in Fig. 5(b).

We now move on to the 1000GeV WIMP case that will allow us to investigate in detail how
the considered uncertainties a↵ect the mass and cross section reconstruction abilities of CTA. In
Fig. 6 we present the case of BP4(a), featuring a 1TeV WIMP with 100% branching ratio to bb̄
and �v = 2 ⇥ 10�25 cm3/s. We show the reconstructed 95% C.L. regions in the (m�, �v) plane
in Fig. 6(a). Again, dark turquoise circles show the reconstruction in Fermi-LAT, blue triangles
the reconstruction in CTA, whose precision is now much higher than for the previous benchmark
points, and red squares the combined 95% C.L. region. Note how CTA can narrow down the mass
range by almost two orders of magnitude with respect to Fermi-LAT alone, although substaintial
degeneracy among di↵erent reconstructed values of m� and �v remains.

Much of this degeneracy is due to the fact that the scan has the freedom to adjust the final
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Example:	BP4b		(close	to	SUSY	~1	TeV	higgsino	case)	
``True”	WIMP:	mX=	1	TeV,	BR(WW)=1,	sigma*v=	2x10-25	cm3s-1	

WW	final	state:	both	mX	and	final	states	can	be	reconstructed	rather	well!	
(a) (b)

Figure 8: Same as Fig. 6, but for the benchmark BP4(b).

DM particle annihilating into all four considered final states with branching ratios close to 25% can
reproduce the same spectrum as BP4(a).

While the reconstruction in CTA of a point with the pure bb̄ final state is still lacking in precision
and allows for degeneracies in mass and �v, the same is not necessarily true if the benchmark point
is characterized by a di↵erent final state. We present in Fig. 8(a) the reconstructed confidence
regions for BP4(b), a point characterized by the same mass and �v as BP4(a) but with final
state 100% W+W �. Note that our projection of 15 yr 46 dSphs Fermi-LAT data does not show
enough sensitivity to reconstruct a W+W � point with �v = 2⇥10�25 cm3/s, so that the 95% C.L.
region (dark turquoise circles) does not provide useful information. However, CTA has a strong
sensitivity to the features of a gamma-ray spectrum originating in a 1TeV WIMP with 100%
branching fraction to W+W �, especially because of a characteristic spectral “spike” appearing at
about E ⇡ m�, which has its origin in the splitting W± ! W±� when E � MW (see, e.g., [39]).
The mass reconstruction becomes eventually very precise.

The final state can also be reconstructed very precisely for BP4(b), as is shown in Fig. 8(b),
where one can see that the only allowed pure state is W+W � (deep-sky blue diamonds), although
some 50% admixtures, especially with hh (dark blue down-pointing triangles) or bb̄ (light brown
squares), are also possible.

An analogous situation is encountered for BP4(c), characterized by a 1TeV WIMP with 100%
⌧+⌧� final state. The reconstruction is presented in Fig. 9(a). The CTA likelihood is responsi-
ble for the highly precise mass reconstruction, to which correspond an equally precise final state
reconstruction, shown in Fig. 9(b).

We next move to the reconstruction of the gamma-ray spectra of purely leptonic origin. Consider
the case of BP4(d), featuring a 1TeV WIMP with the same �v as the previous benchmark points
and 100% µ+µ+ final state. As was described in Sec. 3, we limit the final-state channels for this
scan to 3: points are assumed to correspond to leptonic (µ+µ+ final state), hadronic (bb̄), or mixed
(⌧+⌧+ and combinations) spectra. The reconstruction in the (m�, �v) plane is shown in Fig. 10(a)
and the final state reconstruction is shown in Fig. 10(b). Again the mass reconstruction is very
good, although the weakness of the signal for the µ+µ+ mode slightly spoils the reconstruction in
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Addi3onal	spectral	feature:	spike	at	Egamma=~	mX	 (caused	by	W	à	W+gamma)	

Even	more	op3mis3c	results	for	tau-tau	and	leptonic	final	states	(mu-mu	and	e-e)	
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Example	BP1:	mX=	25	GeV	
sigmap=	9.0	x	10-47cm2,	sigma*v=	8.0	x	10-26cm3s-1	
BR(b	bbar)=1	

Direct	detec3on	signal	can	essen3al	in	pinpoin3ng	WIMP	mass		
but	only	at	low	mX.	

(a) (b)

Figure 3: (a) Dark turquoise circles show the 95% C.L. fit to Fermi-LAT 15 yr 46 dSphs mock BP1
data in the (m�, �v) plane (the benchmark point is shown in black). Brown triangles show the fit
to the corresponding XENON-1T data with 730 ton days exposure. The 95% C.L. combination of
the two experiments in the (m�, �v) plane is shown with red squares. (b) The breakdown of the
branching ratios to a particular annihilation final state versus the WIMP mass for the points of
the 95% C.L. fit to Fermi-LAT data considered in (a). Light brown squares show the bb̄ branching
ratio, dark green triangles the one to ⌧+⌧�, deep-sky blue diamonds the one to W+W �, and blue
upside-down triangles the one to hh.

blue diamonds) or hh (dark blue down-pointing triangles). We will come back to discussing the
degeneracy due to di↵erent final states below.

On the other hand, for large enough �SI

p as to allow for concurrent signatures in direct and
indirect detection the complementarity of these two venues can be used to narrow down the mass
and annihilation final state. In Fig. 3(a) we project the 95% C.L. region for XENON-1T (brown
triangles) into the (m�, �v) plane. The 95% C.L. combined region for Fermi-LAT and XENON-1T
is then shown with red squares. Intersecting the two regions allows one to strongly narrow down
the uncertainties of the mass determination.

Note that if one restricts Fig. 3(b) to the range allowed by the combined Fermi-LAT + XENON-
1T region, 20GeV . m� . 30GeV, the final state options for the surviving parameter space are
drastically limited to only include either the real, pure bb̄, or a bb̄/⌧+⌧� admixture.

The equivalent fit to Fermi-LAT mock data for BP2 is shown in Fig. 4(a). The signal in gamma
rays constrains the mass to m� . 800GeV. On the other hand, we have shown in Fig. 2(b) that
a hypothetical concurrent signal in one of the direct detection experiments would constrain the
WIMP mass to m� ⇠> 30GeV. By projecting, for instance, the Fermi-LAT constrained region to
the (m�, �SI

p ) plane, one can visualize the combined 95% C.L. mass reconstruction region, whose
lower bound is determined by XENON-1T and upper bound by Fermi-LAT dSphs. We show it
with red squares in Fig. 4(b).

We can use the same technique to pinpoint the mass of BP3, characterized by m� = 250GeV.
The BP3 reconstructed region at Fermi-LAT 15 yr 46 dSphs, shown with dark turquoise circles in
Fig. 5(a), presents the same qualitative features as for BP1 and BP2, as expected by construction.
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Of	help	only	for	low	mX	

This	will	in	turn	help	reconstruc3ng	final	states.	



To	take	home:	

Ø WIMP dark matter is still awaiting a discovery 

Ø SUSY Higgs of 125 GeV + DM abundance + unification: 
Ø Msusy ~ few TeV 
Ø DM WIMP is preferably ~1 TeV higgsino 
 

Ø DM ~1 TeV higgsino case will be sensitive to only DM 
searches (direct + CTA) 

 
 
Ø WIMP reconstruction: likely to be CHALLENGING 

Ø High mass (~1 TeV): CTA signal essential 
Ø Mid-range (~100 – few hundred GeV): most difficult 
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…unless	WIMP	<<	100	GeV	(DD)	

Far	beyond	the	reach	of	LHC	
LUX	and	PandaX	started	probing	it	
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It’s	whether	we	can	probe	favored	SUSY	
ranges	with	available	experimental	tools.		

Dark	ma'er	searches	may	come	to	the	rescue.	

It	is	not	SUSY	that	we	should	worry	about.	


